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On behalf of the Federal Bureau of Energy, Sulzer has carried
out a study on the technical and economic possibilities of district heating in Switzerland together with a team of experts. The
final report' provides the Bureau and others interested in district
heating with the basic facts and information needed for evaluating its technical and economic prospects. The present article
gil'es a summary of the report. It (i.e., the report) starts with a
description of a procedure for calculating the heat requirements
of buildings and housing projects. The technical systems for
generating and distributing heat usual today are discussed, and
ground rules for determining the plant costs and heat generating
costs are set out. Numerical examples demonstrate the influence
of various parameters on the economics of district heating.
Certain aspects, like the growth of district heating systems. are
examined separately. From the comprehensive figures, general
trends can be revealed and some interesting conclusions drawn,
especially concerning the economical application areas of the
various heat generating systems and the possibilities of exploiting nuclear energy for space heating.

Prompted by a question in the Swiss parliament, the
Federal Bureau of Energy entrusted Sulzer Brothers
with a study on the possible development of district
heating schemes in Switzerland, using fossil or nuclear
fuels, with steam or high-temperature hot water as heat
transfer medium. The basic technical and economic data
were to be established, to allow an appraisal of the possibilities for improving the environmental conditions
and assuring fuel supplies. To obtain a basic comparison, the heating method now most widespreadindividual building heating with oil firing-was also
included in the investigation.
In district heating schemes, the heat required for
domestic space heating and hot water supplies, as well
as for hospitals and industry, is generated in a central
station and supplied to consumers through a distribution grid in the form of steam or hot water.
The heat is supplied either from stations generating
heat only, or from stations generating both heat and
electrical energy, using, for example, extraction-condensing steam plants (Fig. 1) to convert part of the

Boiler
Turboset
Condenser
Condensate pumps
Preheater
Feedwater tank
Feed pumps
Heat exchangers
District heating

Fig. /-Fossil-fuelled extraction-condensing steam plant.

energy contained in the fuel into electric power. The
generation of thermal and electrical energy is interdependent (Fig. 2). The ratio between the thermal and
electrical outputs depends on the kind of plant (backpressure steam turbines, extraction-condensing turbines,
gas turbines) and on the tempt>rature level desired in the
useful heat output. The closer the two outputs are
linked, the higher the exploitation (use) of the fuel
energy is, reaching its optimum in a total energy configuration with the output of electrical energy directly
dependent on the generation of thermal energy. This
improved fuel utilization is an essential advantage of
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'The full report (in German under the title 'St11.dtefernheizung')
can be obtained from the Eidgenossische Drucksachen- und Materialzentrale, Fellerstrasse 21, CH-3000 Berne, as can also the general part
of the report, in German and French, which gives a survey of the
study .
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1 Pure back·prcssurc operation
2 Possible operating ranae

3 100•1. condensation
4 Constant maximum live steam flow

Fig. 2-Ratio between thermal and electrical outputs at part load with
a fossil-fuelled extraction-condensing steam plant, operating at 190
bar and 540/540 C (1004 F).
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district heating schemes.
Besides distribution stations and facilities in the individ ual buildings, distributing the heat generated calls
for an extensive pipe network. Laying this involves
relatively high costs and time. The pipes run under
public land for the most part, necessitating careful planning and coordination with the other departments of the
municipal infrastructure. These costs may be greatly
influenced by local conditions. Except for the refuse
incinerating plants, present district heating schemes in
Switzerland operate with oil firing. The ecological arguments for such schemes compared with buildings heated
with individual oil fired boilers are:
- Co mbustion with higher efficiency in technically
advanced installations.
- Emission of ash and uncombusted fuel is largely
prevented by constant supervision with trained
personnel, plus effective flue gas filters.
- Numerous chimneys at roof level are replaced by
one high stack, ensuring better dissipation of the
flue gases.
-The risk of oil pollution is minimized by the small
number of tank installations and associated oil
transfer operations, together with supervision by
competent personnel.
'
Fuels
Fuel oil, gas and nuclear fuel were chosen for the
study. Other fuels were disregarded, either for economic
or tech nical reasons or because of their minor importance in Switzerland.
At the present time, the greater part of the space
heating requirements are being met by fuel oil, and this
is likely to remain the case for a long time to come. A
switch from individual oil fired central heating to district heating from oil fired heating or heating power
stations is desirable from the viewpoint of atmospheric
pollution in the cities.
Gas is continuously gaining more importance in
Europe. By the end of the century it is expected that
Switzerland will cover about 10% of her overall energy
requirements with gas, compared with 2% today. With
its ecological unobjectionableness, gas will help to combat atmospheric pollution. Heating and heating power
statio ns can be equipped to burn gas or fuel oil optionally, using oil preferably to cover the heating load during spells of cold weather. Undesirable peaks in the
gas demand can be lopped in that way.
Nuclear energy offers a welcome alternative source of
heat. This can be realized by engineering heating power
statio ns with nuclear reactors, or by exploiting (using)
part of the heat generated in major nuclear power
stations. Moreover no flue gases are discharged by
nuclear reactors. By means of constantly supervised
safety measures, both during normal operation and
breakdowns, the very low emission of radioactive substances is kept at a level far below the admissable limit
tolerable for human health .

Heat Requirements
Heat requirements must be differentiated between
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space heating, hot water supplies and industrial processes.
Every building requires a certain heat input in order
to maintain a desired room temperature even under
adverse weather conditions. Its magnitude depends on
the climate, to a very large extent on the construction (thermal insulation, air permeability and window
area) and on the way in which the heating facilities
operate. As fuel pri.ces rise, the need for good insulation becomes more imperative. Consequently, the mode
of construction should be adapted to the peculiarities of
the proposed heating system.
Rules have been laid down for calculating the heat
requirement. The figure arrived at in this way is called
the connected capacity of the building. It is plotted
against the volume of the building in Fig. 3.
As a rule, the maximum thermal load adopted for
heating a building is only 80 to 100% of the connected
capacity, because all rooms inside the building will not
be under the same unfavourable influences simultaneously. With regard to hot water supplies, a daily requirement of about 150 litres (39 gal} per dwelling is assumed
in Switzerland. That means an annual thermal input of
some 2.9 Gcal (gigawatt calories) per dwelling.
The connected capacity does not have to be increased
on account of the warm water supply, for the demand
peaks occur within very narrow time limits and can be
accommodated by suitable control systems, or else the
hot water can be generated and accumulated during
periods when the space heating is throttled back. The
thermal input needed to heat a building is subject to
wide fluctuations, both during the day and over the
year. The annual heat consumption may be expressed
with the duration of usage. This figure indicates how long
a heating system would have to be operated at its connected capacity to provide the annual thermal input.
Allowing for hot water supplies, which account for 15
to 20% of the total heat requirement, the duration of
usage ranges from 2000 h (in Bellinzona, Geneva and
Basie) to 2400 h (La Chaux-de-Fonds and Le Lacie).
When determining the thermal capacity to be provided by a district heating scheme for a conurbation
(large densely populated urban area, usually a complex
of suburbs and smaller towns surrounding a large city),
it must be taken into account that this load will be less
than· the sum of the connected capacities of the various
buildings, because all buildings will not require the maximum thermal input at the same time as a rule. Usually
the maximum thermal load of the heat generating plant
(nominal thermal rating) is only about 80% of the total
connected capacity.
Of course, the thermal capacity required by a c~nurbation depends to a very large extent on the method
of building (Fig. 4).
The useful heat quantity generated annually in the
plant may be expressed by the duration of usage at the
nominal thermal rating. For conditions in the Swiss
Lowlands and Ticino, taking in account the heat required for hot water supplies, it is about 3200 to 3300
h, for La Chaux-de-Fonds about 3500 h.
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- 20 •c
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11 •c
Overall heat transfer coefficient k
- 1.7 kcal/h ml •c
Dwelling houses with up to 6 floors and 20 to 30% window area

Fig. 3-Connected load required for space heating as a function of the
size of the building.

The duration of usage can be extended by connecting hospitals or industrial users. Over the past years,
room temperatures have been rising steadily, but in the
future they may be expected to drop back to around 20
C again. Apart from the benefits to health, this will
bring an annual saving of 5 to 25% in the heat consumption.
Both the thermal load required and the heat consumption can be influenced to a considerable degree
by the mode of construction adopted for a building.
The heat demand for hot water supplies and air conditioning shows an upward trend.

may affect the economics of a district heating scheme
considerably. They depend to a great extent on the way
in which the pipes are laid, the size of the district served
and the way in which it is built up, and the time schedule
for extending the supply network.
Both water and steam are suitable as heat transfer
mediums, but as more use is made of district heating
for space heating purposes the advantages of water over
steam assume greater weight; consequently, only hightemperature hot water will be considered here.
Of the total installation costs for the heat distribution
network, up to 70% are accounted for in laying the pipe
grid. During recent years, numerous systems have been
evolved aimed at reducing the installation costs while
enhancing the operational reliability at the same time,
but not all of them have proved successful. The costs associated with the various techniques vary widely, and
they also differ considerably for the same system depending on local conditions. Savings can be achieved
in particular where green-grass sites are developed, enabling the pipes to be laid before the roads are paved.
Things work out much more expensive if pipes have to
be laid in already built-up areas, especially in city
centres. The specific installation costs qf the heat distribution grid (i.e. related to the connected capacity of
the supply district) depend also, to a large extent, on the
construction methods employed, on the number of
buildings connected within the supply area, and on the
size and geometry of this area.
Consumer's Installation
To enable district heating to be compared with other
systems, the consumer's installation was also included in
Number of buildings per square kilometre
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Individual Oil Fired Central Heating

Since the majority of buildings in Switzerland today
have oil fired central heating, this system offers the
obvious basis for comparison when judging the economics of other technologies like district heating. The
heat generating costs, i.e. the annual expenses spread
over the annual heat consumption, are composed of:
-Interest and amortization of the plant costs (including the higher outlay on the boiler room, tank pit
and chimney compared with district heating)
-Maintenance and service costs
-Fuel costs
The heat generating costs are affected primarily by the
fuel costs and the size of the building. Owing to their
high thermal load requirement in relation to their
volume, detached houses, for example, entail substantially higher heat generating costs than larger buildings
with a lower specific thermal load requirement.
Heat Distribution

Heat Distribution Grid
The installation costs of the heat distribution grid
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Fig. 4-Thermal load required per inhabitant as a function of the site

utilization (ratio of floor areas in a building to the site area covered by
the building).
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Fig. 5- Breakdown of overall production costs for the basic example.

the investigation. The consumer's installation consists of
the house station, and the space heating plant. The
house station serves to make the heat energy available in
accordance with the terms of the contract. The space
heati ng plant is identical with the individual central
heati ng system, and consists essentially of the pipework
and radiators.
The specific installation costs of the consumer's installation depend largely on the connected capacity of
the building.

Heat Transfer Over Long Distances
If the source of heat available for district heating purposes is located outside the supply area, before the
generated heat can be distributed it must be transferred
over some distance.
Optimal dimensioning and a high duration of usage
for the heat transfer line are essential prerequisites for
eco nomical operation. This can be assured if the transfer
line only has to cover the base capacity, while the peaks
are met within the supply area itself. Furthermore, the
heat transfer costs come down as the maximum thermal
capacity of the line increases.
Heat Generation

The plant configurations usual today can be divided
into three groups:
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Heating Stations
Heating stations generate heat energy exclusively,
without any electrical output. As a rule, their total installed capacity-usually between 20 and 500 Gcal/h,
divided between several HTHW boilers-exceeds the
maximum thermal capacity of the connected distribution grid. This gives a performance .eserve for future
expansion as well as for boiler outages. The heat
generating costs comprise interest and amortization of
the plant costs, fuel, operation, maintenance, personnel
and energy consumption.
In the case of the plant costs, the fuel storage facilities
must be dimensioned for 6 to 12 months' requirements,
as a hedge against possible interruptions in the fuel
supply.
From the viewpoints of the ecology and assurance of
fuel supplies, heating stations employing nuclear reactors would be attractive; but owing to the high plant
costs compared with oil or gas fired HTHW boilers,
they cannot be considered at the present time solely for
the generation of heat.

Heating Power Stations
Heating power stations are intended mainly for the
generation of heat, the associated electrical output being
a by-product. In practice, the equipment generating

27

electricity usually covers only part of the maximum thermal load, while the heat demand peaks are met by
HTHW boilers. The following plant configurations were
examined (about 30 000 inhabitants can normally be
supplied by a heating power station with a nominal
thermal rating of 100 Gcal/h).
I. Fossil-fuelled extraction-condensing steam plant
with high steam pressure at turbine admission and
with reheat:
Steam pressure at turbine admission
190 bar
Thermal output range per unit
100 to 800 Gcal/h
Electrical output range per unit with 100%
condensation
80 to 600 MW
Nominal thermal output range considered for
the plant
100 to 1000 Gcal/h
2. Fossil-fuelled back-pressure steam plant.
Steam pressure at turbine admission
120 bar
Thermal output range per unit 60 to 380 Gcal/h
Electrical output range per unit
30 to 200 MW
Nominal thermal output range considered for
the plant
50 to 500 Gcal/h
3. Fossil-fuelled back-pressure steam plant as variant
2 above but with steam pressure at turbine admission 80 bar
4. Nuclear extraction-condensing steam plant:
Reactor type
BWR
Thermal output range per unit 100 to 2300 Gcal/h
Electrical output range per unit with 100%
condensation
50 to 1200 MW
Nominal thermal output range considered for
the plant
50 to 1000 Gcal/h
5. Fossil-fuelled open cycle gas turbine plant with unfired waste heat boiler:
Thermal output range per unit 50 to 90 Gcal/h
Electrical output range per unit
30 to 60 MW
Nominal thermal output range considered for
the plant
50 to 200 Gcal/h
6. Fossil-fuelled closed cycle gas turbine plant:
Thermal output range per unit 20 to 60 Gcal/h
Electrical output range per unit
7 to 23 MW
Nominal thermal output range considered for
the plant
50 to 200 Gcal/h
With Configurations l, 4, 5 and 6, the balance
between electrical and thermal outputs can be shifted
within certain limits. The heat losses occurring-which
correspond to the conditions applying-are discharged
via the stack with Configuration 5, whereas with the
others they are dissipated via the condensers and cooling
arrangements. Whether and to what extent the generation of electrical energy is justified, when the thermal demand is reduced or lacking, depends on how the electrical energy is put to use. On account of the low market
value of electrical energy during the summer months, as
a rule the electrical generating equipment is not
operated outside the heating period.
With Configurations 2 and 3, the generation of elec-
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trical energy is linked rigidly with the thermal demand.
Because the thermal demand varies widely and is very
low during long periods, much less electrical energy is
generated annually by a back-pressure steam plant than
in a comparable extraction-condensing plant.
When calculating the heat generating costs of heating
power stations, the question arises as to how the costs
are to be apportioned between the two products: heat
and electricity. The method adopted, in this case, was to
give the current generated a value in accordance with its
market price. The heat generating costs are then obtained from the total production costs for both thermal
and electrical energy, less the proceeds from the sale of
electricity.

Partial Utilization of Heat from Thermal
Power Stations for Heating Purposes
The prime purpose of a thermal power station is the
generation of electrical energy. If the station is located
in the vicinity of a large conurbation, a small part of the
heat generated may be used for heating (Configuration
7). Usually this heat must be put into the local district
heating network through a transfer line. In this case the
heat generating costs are based on the reasoning that
only the costs incurred due to exploitation (usage) of the
heat should be borne by the heat consumer. Apart from
the costs of the installations for delivery of heat, these
costs include, in particular, the equivalent of the electrical output sacrificed in favour of heat generation .
I

Parameter Studies

An overview of the influence of various parameters on
the economics of district heating schemes may be obtained by calculating examples. For this purpose, the
overall production costs of district heating are
calculated first for the various generating plants, taking
a basic theoretical example (Fig. 5). All parameters are
given values typical of Swiss conditions in 1970. Finally,
the overall production costs are arrived at, which result
when the parameters are varied singly or group-wise.
The values for the basic example, as well as the varied
parameters, are shown in Table I. In addition, the
following aspects were examined separately:
-Possibilities of employing gas turbines for peak
lopping, in conjunction with thermal power
stations with partial recovery of the waste heat fo r
heating purposes
-Influence of the use of cooling towers on the heat
generating costs
-Growth of district heating systems
-Influence of the distance of thermal power stations
from the supply area, with partial exploitation (use)
of the heat for heating purposes
-Industry and hospitals as district heating consumers

Conclusions Drawn
Compared with individual heating, district heating
offers numerous advantages-chiefly ecological. It
should be aimed at and encouraged purposefully on the
widest possible scale, especially in major conurbations.
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TABLE I
LIST OF PARAMETERS AND THEIR VARIATION RANGES
parameter

Unit

Parameter value
for basic example

Lower limit

Upper limit

Nominal thermal load
Type of dwellings

(Gcal/h)

100
Tower blocks,
apartment blocks
Berne

20
Detached houses

1000
Tower blocks

Lugano

La Cahux-de-Fonds

9

0

90

(%)

0
100

0
50

50
100

I year's needs
I year's needs

I
0.5

0.5
0.25

I
0.5

(Sfr./Gcal)
(Sfr./Gcal)
(Sfr./Gcal)
(Sfr./kWh)
(OC)
(OC)

12
16
3.6
0,035
120
70

6
8
1.8
0.01
90
50

24
32
7.2
0.06
180
90

(% p.a.)
(% p.a.)

9.2

8.2

5.2
4.8

13.2
11.6

100

50

150

100
0

50
0

200
500

Climate
Contin uous heat demand
(Proportion of nominal thermal load
taken by continuous consumers)
Degree of peak lopping
Reserve capacity
fuel storage capacity
Con figu rations 0, I, 2, 3, 5, 6
Configu rations 4, 7
fuel costs
Con figu rations 0, I, 2, 3, 6, 7
Con fig uration 5
Con fig uration 4
Price of electricity
Supply temperature
Retu rn temperature
Interest and amortization
Heat generating plant
Distribution and supply installations
Pipe laying costs
Person nel costs
Site costs

Percentage of
nominal thermal
load
(%)

Percentage of
basic example
Percentage of
basic example
(Sfr./m 2)

The technical possibilities would allow a substantial
portion of Switzerland's heating requirements to be met
by district heating. Both for distribution and generation,
there is a choice of numerous configurations proven in
practice. The system to be adopted depends on the particular conditions in each individual case. The exploitation (use) of nuclear energy for heating is also technically feasible today, though at present it is economical only
where an already existing district heating grid can oe
linked with a not too remote nuclear power station.
One difficulty with district heating schemes is that big
investments are needed in the initial phase, so that even
under very favourable conditions a scheme will become
self-supporting only after a period of years, when a sufficien t number of consumers have been connected to
assure adequate sales of heat. District heating is
therefore a long-term objective, calling for thorough anticipatory planning.
The question, under what circumstances district
heati ng may become economically acceptable or
superior compared with individual central heating in the
long term cannot be answered generally. A number of
facto rs affect the equations, as will be explained below.
From the numerical examples calculated, the
foll owing general conclusions may be drawn for Swiss
conditions. The heat production costs for district
heating are influenced to varying degrees by the
parameters included in the studies. The parameters exer-
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cising a strong influence within the range investigated,
to the exclusion of the other factors, are:
-Nominal thermal load (size of the supply area)
-Type of conurbation (expressed as the ratio of total
floor area to area of conurbation)
-Fuel price
-Price of electricity
-Annual interest and amortization of installation
costs
-Continuous heat demand (proportion of thermal
load demanded by continuous consumers versus
nominal thermal load)
-Personnel costs
Under otherwise similar conditions, less influence is
exerted by:
-Climate
-Degree of peak lopping (proportion of thermal load
covered by HTHW boilers at maximum load where
heat and electricity generation are linked, versus
nominal thermal load)
-Standby capacity (ratio of thermal load still coverable after an outage on the biggest unit to the
nominal thermal load)
-Size of fuel stonige
-Supply temperature
-Return temperature
-Method of laying the pipe grid
-Land costs
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Some parameters (such as the price of fuel) affect the
heat generating costs both of district heating and individual central heating in the same sense; consequently
the heat generating costs of a district heating scheme are
not in themselves sufficiently indicative to allow an appraisal of the economics compared with central heating
of individual buildings. Instead, recourse must be had to
the differences between the heat generating costs of district heating and individual central heating under identical conditions.
It has been shown that the crucial prerequisite for
economical district heating, compared with individual
central heating, is a supply area of adequate size with
sufficient population density. As a rough guide to the
minimum economical size under average conditions,
20 000 to 30 000 inhabitants may be taken, with a
generating plant having a rated thermal output of about
60 to 100 Gcal/h. The population density should not be
less than some 10 000 inhabitants per square kilometre.
This means that residential areas with detached houses
for the most part are not suitable, as a rule, for connection to district heating systems.
The economics of district heating also score against
individual central heating where the following circumstances exist:
-High value of the electrical energy generated in the
case of heating power stations
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-Favourable conditions for laying the pipe network,
especially where new housing projects can be connected
-Low interest rates and long amortization periods
-Long heating period
-Existence of consumers with high duration of usage
of the connected load, such as hospitals or factories, provided these do not require a substantially
higher supply temperature
-Heat required during the summer too, for ventilation and air conditioning.
The figures quoted above for the mini mu m
economical size and population density of the supply
area, may vary considerably if the secondary facto rs add
up one side or the other.
The expansion of a district heating scheme is assisted
if there are already block heating stations operating in
the supply area under similar conditions, each of them
supplying several buildings with heat. Combination with
refuse incineration may also improve the economics.
Besides the economic aspects, however, ecological
arguments also militate in favour of district heating, so
that it may even be considered when its heat generating
costs work out higher than those for individual central
heating.
From the numerical examples, it follows that the load
range examined can be divided basically into three subranges with regard to the deployment of the various
types of heat generating installations (Fig. 6).
In the lowest range, individual central heating is the
most economical solution. Next comes a range in which
pure heating stations perform best, while heating power
stations reign supreme in the upper load range.
The boundary between the economical load ranges of
the pure heating station and the heating power station
are influenced very strongly by the parameters investigated, in particular by fuel costs, electricity prices
and personnel costs. No statement of general validity
can be made, and the system configuration must
therefore be chosen in each individual case on the basis
of comparative studies, taking into account the local
conditions.
The breakdown of the load capacity between a
number of units, and the phasing of the construction of
a district heating supply system, must also be thought
out carefully from the economic viewpoint. For the individual configurations, the positions are as follo ws:
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Fi~. 6-0verall heat production costs for plant configurations Oto 7.

Variation of the nominal thermal load for the basic example.
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The pure heating station (Configuration 0, Fig. 6)
forms the first phase, as a rule, when building up a district heating system. Depending on the growth of the
network and financial attractions of possible electricity
generation, the heating station may be simply enlarged,
or else heating may be combined with electrical generation using one of the configurations described below. In
this case, the existing heat generating capacity serves to
cover the peak heat load and the thermal requirements
outside the actual heating period.
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energy is desirable. The electrical output can be varied
within wide limits, regardless of the demand for heat.
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fig . 7-0verall heat production costs as a function of the nominal
thermal load.

Extraction-Condensing Turbine
With an extraction-condensing turbine (Configuratio n I), the generation of electrical energy may be varied
within wide limits, regardless of the demand for heating.
Th is makes it suitable for covering the electrical base
load as well as peaks. Moreover, electricity can still be
generated outside the heating period. The heat to be led
off fro m the condenser with this configuration calls for
air or water cooling arrangements.

Back-Pressure Steam Turbine
Back-pressure turbines (Configurations 2 and 3) are
often attractive where flue gas emission has to be
minim ized, yet importance is attached to the generation
of electrical energy with good fuel efficiency by combining heat and electrical generation, or where condensation presents cooling problems. The disadvantage that
electricity is generated only when there is a demand for
heat is mitigated by the fact that the high demands for
heat and electrical energy normally coincide to a large
extent. Moreover, during the summer months, when the
dema nd for heat is low and hence little electricity is
generated by the back-pressure turbine, cheap current is
availa ble as a rule from hydro power stations and
nuclear plants.

Nuclear Power Plant
Nuclear power stations (Configuration 4), built
primarily for providing heat for space heating purposes,
cannot operate economically except with very high thermal loads, so that their use under Swiss conditions is unlikely in the long term.

Open-Cycle Gas Turbine
Un der the conditions assumed for the basic example,
the gas turbine with open cycle (Configuration 5) yields
higher heat generating costs than the other fossil-fuelled
plants. Nevertheless, its relatively low plant costs may
a llow it to operate economically where electricity fetches
a high price or fuel is cheap, especially if electrical peak
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Under the conditions of the basic example, the gas
turbine with closed cycle (Configuration 6) displays
similar economics to the back-pressure turbine. Where
the price of electricity is high, it may be worthwhile
designing the plant so that electrical energy can be
generated regardless of the demand for heat.

Partial Utilization of Heat from Thermal
Power Stations for Heating Purposes

If a conurbation is situated some distance from a conventional or nuclear power station generating electrical
energy primarily (Configuration 7), the heat needed to
supply the district may be obtained from the power station and fed into the supply network via transfer line.
The long-distance transfer line will be an economic
proposition only if it can be exploited adequately. This
will be the case if the line is laid only when the supply
network has already reached substantial proportions
(say, 60% of the final extent envisaged). Until then the
heat must be obtained from oil or gas fired boilers,
which can later be used for covering peaks, or else as
standby capacity in case of disturbances in the transfer
line or interruptions in the operation of the power station.
It has been shown that smaller areas, with a nominal
thermal load below 100 Gcal/h, can be supplied
economically with heat from a power station of this
kind, under the conditions of the basic example, over a
distance of 5 to IO km (3-6 miles). The distance admissible, while remaining competitive with individual central
heating, increases with the heat requirement; with high
demands (in excess of 500 Gcal/h) it may reach 30 km
and more (Fig. 7).
Another crucial factor is the difference between the
costs of nuclear fuels and fuel oils.
If part of the waste heat from conventional thermal or
nuclear power stations is exploited, the amount of heat
rejected to the environment is reduced approximately by
the amount of heat transferred to the supply area. This
does not contribute very much towards solving the
waste heat problem with major power stations, however.
For one thing, the builtup areas that may be expected to
take shape in Switzerland in the proximity of these
stations are too small to be able to exploit any substantial part of the waste heat for heating purposes.
Moreover, the requirements for space heating fluctuate
widely, and the maximum demand occurs only on a few
days in the year, whereas the heat generated in the
power station remains constant over long periods.
In the long term, the partial recovery of heat from
favourably located nuclear power stations would enable
a certain proportion of the total Swiss consumption of
fuel oil for space heating to be replaced by nuclear fuel.•
( Editor's Note: This Study was reprinted from the Sulzer Technical
Rel'iew, Volume 56 , 2/74 , and we wish to express appreciation to the
authors and to the publisher, Sulzer Bras.,for granting us permission to
reprint.)
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